Router Control
Across applications

Routing control sits at the very heart of all advanced control systems. Users
need to be able to manage signal routes throughout a facility. This might include
routing video, audio and data signals between the various elements of a network.
To achieve this effectively, users need a system that will send a signal precisely where it’s needed to
maintain clear and efficient production. TSL’s router control functionality provides the flexibility and
control to build an appropriate signal path for any given operation.

RaceTech UK
For RaceTech UK, TallyMan really started to come
into its own when addressing some particularly
complex logic requirements that the technical team
knew a lot of router controllers at the time could not
handle. The system was a combination of two
cascaded routers and they wanted all the preview
push-downs for the CCUs to be routed in a smart
way so the operators could change them around
really easily.
The capabilities of the touchscreen and the control
panels rendered the TallyMan a strong foundation for this project and the end-result is a versatile
implementation that uses TallyMan to deliver full signal flow management including grouped signal
routing (with full breakaway).
Automatic audio-follow-video across devices by different manufacturers from a single control
surface made it possible to select the equipment that most closely matches RaceTech’s
requirements. All this functionality runs in concert with the tally, UMD and router control TallyMan is
well known for. In addition, the team worked on fashioning some fresh functionality, including the
ability to provide freely assignable joystick controls and add camera assignment in the controls.
“This system utilises TallyMan functionality to maximum effect in order to provide users with a truly
intuitive control platform. TallyMan is managing all signal flow and logic, from signal grouping and
emergency changeover to automated logic patching, freeing operators to focus on the task at hand without
worrying about the underpinning systems.” explains Control Systems Product Manager at TSL, Dan
Bailey regarding RaceTech UK.

Lutheran Church of Hope
At the Lutheran Church of Hope in the US, Chief
Systems Engineer, Jim Sheppard, challenged his
team to keep up with the demands required to
support productions. In the process of revamping
much of the Church’s AV infrastructure to
accommodate a transition from SD to HD, as well as
the demands of on-demand content infrastructure
and streaming, they were looking to put in place a
system that would allow them to stream to multiple
locations at the push of a button, while keeping the
process simple and manageable for all our
volunteers who are not necessarily AV experts.
Thanks to TallyMan’s cross-platform capability, it can integrate with the different types of routers that
the Church has in the different campuses. The engineering team were then able to automate and
simplify complex multi-step operations into simple push button control for their teams of volunteer
operators, freeing up Jim’s team, professional engineers, to focus on technical triage and the task at
hand, without worrying about the underpinning systems.
“In particular, we were looking for a control system that would help us coordinate all our critical
components to ensure that our volunteer operators are aware of and can easily instruct all the relevant
systems at pertinent times throughout the production. From the operator’s perspective, it’s the same interface. It makes it look the same even if the back end is different. That’s why we didn’t want to use a proprietary tally system.” Jim Sheppard, Chief Systems Engineer at the Lutheran Church of Hope.

Looking Forward
The continuing pressure on production budgets will accelerate the deployment of remote production
solutions. From a control perspective, this is a maturing technology and for news and live
productions where it is lower cost (or just safer) to have engineering and production staff remote
from the studio, this is an attractive solution.
“The conversation about broadcast sports solutions and applications today is heavily focused on
remote production, and all the major events and broadcasters are seeking solutions that are quick
and simple to implement,” explains Mark “Our control offerings allow customers to quickly set up
systems and take control of their configurations – making TSL’s control platforms incredible
versatile. At TSL Products, we strive to provide our customers with reliable gear that simplifies and
expedites remote command and control over production capabilities. This is especially important for
sports productions, where there’s an audience of millions, and no margin for error.”
“We also strive to establish seamless interoperability with all our control solutions. The move to IP is
driving the need to be able to control devices differently, moving to edge device control, which
requires a whole new set of standards. We are currently working on this with other key technologists
via the AMWA / NMOS initiative.”
As most equipment manufacturers are beginning to adopt either NMOS and Ember+ as the control
standards to support SMPTE ST2022-6 and ST2110, TSL’s adoption of these standards will be
included within the ecosystem to allow intuitive and powerful control and tally across SDI, hybrid
and fully IP infrastructures within a single package.
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